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The design range at Horizon Design is as diverse as the Australian 
landscape. Within the range you'll �nd a home to withstand the 
extreme weather of the arid North West, a retreat that sits 
comfortably on the coastal sands, the vineyards and forests of the 
South West or a contemporary masterpiece to suit an inner-city 
dwelling. 

Unique Aesthetics
Design is the unique aesthetics of each beautiful home, yet it is also 
about ensuring that even the boldest plans are cost effective, energy 
ef�cient and rest in harmony with the environment. Horizon Design 
prides itself on delivering diverse homes to its clients. Nothing is 
considered standard. We source a wide range of �nishing materials 
to make each home exclusive, from colorbond metal, timber, �bre 
cement, natural concrete and decorative �nishes.

Energy Efficiency
Your unique home can incorporate energy ef�ciency and sustainable 
design principles, saving you money while protecting our 
environment. Each design is named after one of the ever-changing 
surf breaks along Western Australia's magni�cent coastline, 
re�ecting the company's design philosophy and its dynamic nature.

Distinctive & Stylish Design
Horizon Design prides itself with the abilities to design in modern 
city locations and expanding country areas, creating distinctive and 
stylish designs throughout the state. We look forward to celebrating 
with you at hand-over, the completion of another successful Eco 
Designer Home by Horizon Design.

Our Commitment
Design based company staffed by an award winning Building Designer.

We offer standard home designs as well as a custom design service.
Framed and reverse brick-veneer design specialists.

Passive solar design is inherent in every design.
Work with you the client and the builder, to maximise the sites potential.
Our builders and consultants are successful professionals in their �eld.
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